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Abstract
Concurrency control has received
in
attention
considerable
multidatabase systems because of
such as
characteristics
their
autonomy.
and
heterogeneity
Particulary, various concurrency
have been
protocols
control
developped in the litterature. In this
paper, we present a protocol that
level
the
two
guarantees
serializability criterion and built up
topdown
the
according
to
approach.

(MDBS). The LDBMSs are heterogenewsin the sense
that they can usedifferent data models,query

languages,

tmnsacuon management strategies, ...etc. The local
autonomy of the LDBMSs constitutes the principle
characteristicof these environments,it can be viewed
under dil%ent aspects [SL90]: Design autonomy,
execution autonomy, communication autonomy and
associationautonomy.
Two types of transactions are present in the
multidatabase,the local transactions derived fkom preexisting locai applications, and global transactions
derivedfrom the new global applicationsthat span data
located in several LDBMSs. Hence, the global
tnuuastion mauagev (GTM) should guarantee the

1. Introduction

comet execution of global tmnsacuons, even in the

A multidatabase! is a collection of plperisting

presenceof local tmnsacuonsof which the GTM is not

aware. This task hecomescomplicatedbecauseof the
databases.Bach data&e is controlled by a particular
autonomyrequirementsof LDBMSs. TheseLDBMSs are
local DBMS (LDBMS) that is autonomous and
not wiiiing to co-operatewith the GTM for correctionof
eventuallydistributed. The systempermitting the logic
giobd executions.
integration of this DBMS is called multidatabasesystem
The transaction management in multidatabases is
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a local DBMS that managestransactionsexecutedin the
local site. On top of these DBMSs, there is a global
DBMS (or GTM) that manages global transactions
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more

one

LDBMS

aud that ko-ordinates” local executionsto ensurecorrect

2. Preliminary Definitions

executiono(&bal trawctions.
An execution of global transactions is consideredas
correctwithrespecttoacorre&ess criterion. The GTM
should synchronise these tmnmctions so that this
criterion is ensured.Severalcriteria haveheenproposed
iu multi-

environment they derivedall from the

classical criterion of serlallzabll.

These various

criteria cau be distinguishedby the level of correction
theypermitandbytherestrictionstheyimpose.Theftrst
criterion usedis the global serlallxablllty. This criterion
is [GM91, MRKS91, DE891 di&ult to maintain and

Rig 2.1 The MDBS Model

proposedalgorithmsresult in a poor perhormances.
It is,
hencenecessaryto adopt a weaker correctnesscriterion.
To achieve this, we have flmt the notion of quasi
serialiibility

[DEK91, DE89J. Basedon the integrity

constraints,auother weaker criterion has heen proposed
in mS91],

the two level serializabiity. This

criterion defines a greater set of correct schedulesthan

Two types of transaction are supported in the
multidatahaaz
. Lad transactions, which accessdata managedby
only a singleDBMS. Thesetmnmctionsare executedby
the LDBMS, outsideof MDBS control.
l

thefirsttwocriteriaandhasalsotheadvantagesofbeing
simple,allowing a high degreeof concurrency,and not
violating the local autonomy.

Global transactions, which are those executedunder

MDBS control. A global transactionconsistof a number
of suhuansacuons,each of which is an ordinary local
tmnmctionfrom the point of view of the LDBMS where

By its hierarchical nature, the concurrencycontrol in
multidatabasescan he characterisedby two different
approaches:the top-down approachaud the bottom-up
approach. The former has better advantages for
multidatahases.In this paper,we proposea new protocol
of concurrency control that maintains the two level
serializabilitywith respectto a top-downapproach.

it is executed.
The GTM is the part of MDBS responsiblefor glohal
tmsactions management.The various serversconstitute
the interfaceMDBSLDBMS. Global subtransactonsare
submittedby GTM to these servers and then to the
LDBMS. We have then two level of control, the GTM
and the LDBMSs,this leadsto the definition of two types

The remainderof the paper is organisedas follows. In
section 2, we define a model for multida@ases and
someconceptsrelatedto theseenvironments.A two level
serializabilitycorrectuesscriterion is descrii in section
3. Section4 treatsthe global concurmncycontrol and the
topdown approach.We describein section 5 our new

of schedules.
Defiition 2.1:
A local scheduleat site sk, denotedSk, is a sequenceof
local and global @amactionsoperationsresulting from
their executionat site sk. 0

protocol. In section 6, we compare the protocol with

Definition 2.2:

another proposed in mS91].

A global schedule S is a partial ordered set of all

We conclude by

operatioushelonging to local and global tmnsacuons

enumeratingperspectivesfor our work.
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such that, for any local site sk, a projectionof S on the

integrity constraintshavebeenproposed.Their objective

setof global and local transactionsexecutingat site sh is

is to guarantee that accepted global schedules are

the local scheduleSk. In tact, S={Sl, S2, .... Sn}. 0

stronglycorrect.

In general, two types of integrity constraints may be

Deflliitlon 3.1 -92):

presentin the multidatabase:

An execution is strongly correct if the final state

l

Global integrity constraints: they may span more

than one site.

produced is consistent and the state read by each
transactionis consistent.P

0 Locai iutegrity coustralnts: they can involve only
itemsat a single site.

In multida~

twoextmmescaseSGlllbeCOll?Si~:

i) No global integrity constraints.The local DBMSs are

We can also partition the data of a LDBMS in two

independent.

layers:

ii) There exist someintegrity constraintsthat link data

l

Global data: the set of data involved in a global

integrity constraint.
l

Local data: the set of data not involved in a global

integrity constraint.
It is clear that the local tmmactions may not mod@
global da@ otlywise the global consistencymay he not
ensured,sincethe pre&sting local transactionsare not

locatedin differentLDBMSs.
In the former case,it sufficeto ensurethat a scheduleis
stronglycorrectifall local schedulesare seriahzable.We
ohtainthen the local serlallxabllty criterion.
Refinltion 3.2 (BGMS921:
A global scheduleS is lccally serializable(LSR) if for
everysite si, the local scheduleis serializable.0

awareaboutthesenew global integrity constraints.
Howeverthis criterion is applicableonly if lBGMS92]

3. Two Level Serializability
A co-

criterion precise the conditions under

which a concurrent execution of transactions is
mnsidered correct. The level of correction can change

the tmsactions (global and local) are Local Database
Preserving (LDP). A transactionis LDP if it preserves

consistencyof a given site regardlessof the stateof other
sites.

from one criterion to another,but in general,it should

For the secondcase,it is presentedin mK!J91]

preservethe databaseconsistencyand guaranteesthat the

Two Level Scrializabillty criterion. It is dellned as

tmmactions“see”consistentdata.Consistencyis defined

follows.

by a setof integrity constraintsthat links data items.The
correction concerns, in multidatabases,the global

Defimitlon3.3 lMRRS91]:
A global scheduleS is Two Level Serializable(2ISR) if

schedule but also the local schedules. The global

all local schedulesare serializableand the projectionof S

se-ility

on globaltmnsacuonsis serkkable. 0

criterion has been first used [GRS91

,BS88,AGMS87, Sug87].The inherentproblemsof this
criterion have lead to new criterion that are adaptedfor
multidatabases.These criterion derive all from the
notion of seriahzability.They canbe distinguishedby the
level of correction and also by the imposedrestrictions.
First, we have the notion of quasi-seriahzability
pEK91, DE89]. Later on, another criterion basedon

the

This criterion has been designed to reach the two
following requirements, 1) it should be easily
implementable,and 2) schedulessatis@ingthe criterion
must preservedatabaseconsistency.The preservationof
consistencydepend on the nature of tmnsacuonsand
integrity constraints. The ease of implementation is
228

providedbythefactthatthecomrolcanbemadeover

multidatabasesis hierarchical, we can classify the

globaI tl7mmdions regardleas of

adoptedstrategiesinto two categories:bottom-up and

local

ones.

Nevertheless,the strong correction is guaranteedonly

tapdown.

under someconditionsthat dependon permittedaccesses In bottom-up approach,the various LDBMSs schedule
for global and local tmnmctions.
independentlythe global transactions.It is the GTM
In [BGMS92], the authors require that transactionsare

responsibilityto detectand resolvethe incompatiities

LDP and Global Database Preserving (GDP). A amonglocal orders.This approachsuffersfrom high rate
transaction is GDP if it preservesglobal constraints of abortion of global transactions, due to
regardlessof the state of local data items. It may be incompatibihtiesamonglocal executions.In contrary, in
possibleto relax these requirementsin someparticular

thetopdownapproa&theGTM~aglobal

cases.

serialization order of global transactions before

To simplify the work requiredto guaranteethe 2LSR,we
can statea theoremfor 2LSR simihuly to thosefor global

submitting them to local sites. This order is then
enforced at the local sites with, possiily, different
techniques. The comparison of the two approaches

seliahhility @3S88].

[ED901points out the advantagesof top-down approach
Theorem 3.1:

over bottom-up one. The advantagesare: free global

LetSbeaglobalSchedule.SisZLSR,iff:
i) the local schedulesare seriahzable,and

deadlock,no abortion and weak load of communication.

ii) the projections of local scheduleson the
global suh~ons

However, the bottom-up approach is best in terms of
concurrency.

define the same relative

serial&ion order for global tmmactions.0

A detailed study of top-down approach and its
applications for global seriahzability and quasi

The concurrenq controller must ensnrethat the global

serializabilityare presentedin [ED90]. We resumehere

tmsactions are se-

the principal aspectsof this study. There are two basic

among them solely, in the

sameorder in all sites. We seethat the 2LSR criterion
offers us a more flexible control than global
serilizahility. In this paper,we developa new protocolof
glohal co~~treflcy control for 2LSR that adopt a top-

stepsinatopdownapproachz
1) determining an or&r

(0) of global

transadons at global level,and
2) enforcingthis order at local level.

down approach,
The problemis with enforcingan order at the LDBMSs.

4. The Top-Down Approach For
Concurrency Control
Concurrency control is an activity that co-ordinates

The solutionof this problemdependson the concurrency
control strategiesLDBMSs usedand alsoon the
autonomyrequirementsof LDBMSs.

concurrentlyexecutedtransactionsso that they interfere Enforcing a global pre-spe@ed order can be achieved
with each other in a correct manner. The autonomy
bytwodifkentways:
property complicates this task in multidatabase
aEnforcing the order by controlling the
environments. Indeed, the synchronisation of global

submissionofglobal-ons.

transactions, that are also under control of various

l Enforcing the order by controlling the

autonomousLDBMSs, cannot be done in co-ordination executionof globaltmnsacuons.
with this LDBMSs. The concurrency control in
229

The secondtechnique is applicableonly if the LDBMS

order relative to only global transactions.We assume

relax their autonomy requirements. The figure 4.1

completeautonomyof LDBMSs, the pre-specifiedorder

depictsa protocol that controls the submissionof global

is then enforoed, if necessary, by controlling the

subtransactionsat local level.by use of a serverprocess. submissionof global tmnmctions.We de&mine now the
Gi(0) is the set of global subtransactionsthat are

condition under which a global subtmnmction is

submittedwith a pre-specifiedorder 0.

submitted.This conditiondependson two aspects:
1) The knowledge of serialization orders of a

ma

I

SERVERi

G?

2) When is necessaryto enforcea serialization

orderamongtwo global subtransaction.
5.1. Knowledge Of Serialization Orders

WO)
&
LDBMSi

r”l

global subtransactions
in a local schedule.

This knowledge depends closely on types of local
schedules.We considerthen the casewhen this type is

Ei(0)

Fig 4.1 Enforcing a pre-specifiedorder 0 by a server

known and the contrarycase.

process.
5.1.1. Unknown Local Schedules

The serverprocesscan be consideredas a function that
has global subtmmactionsand a pre-specifledorder as
inputs and that delivers a submissionpolicy as output.
This policy is constitutedof two components:

We assumeonly that the local schedulesare serializable.
It is then possibleto use the idea of ticket developedin
[GRS91].The ticket is a particular object in a LDBMS

1) The order of global subtmnmctions that gives the serialization order of each global
submission
transactionthat update it. In our case,we use the fact
2) The conditions under which each global
subtmnsacuonis submitted.This conditions dependon that the executionorder of contlicting operationsover a
the correction criterion and the local concurrency given objectis compatiblewith their serializationorder.
controllers.
Therefore, at each site, a particular object “SR” is

5. The Protocol

inserted. The object “SR” is, of course, undere the

The study of top-down approach and its useful
advantages for

global concurrency control in

LDBMS controls. This object is updated every time a
global subtransaction a-

the site, and an

multidatabaseslead us to design a new protocol of
concurrencycontrol that adoptsthis approach.Toensure

acknowledgementis sendto the server.The submission

the 2LSR it only needsto guaranteethat the projection

strategyinthiscaseisthen:

of a global schedule on the global tmmactions is
serializable. To do so, we must ensure that the
projectionsof all scheduleson global subtmnsacuonsare
compatible. The pre-specifiedorder is a serialization
A0

Order: The global snb~ons

are submittedto

the LDBMS in an order compatiile with the prespecifiedorder. 0

The submissionstrategyis then:
Order: The global subtramctions are submittedto
the LDBMS in an order compatible with the pre-

Conditionl: A global subtransactionwill not be
submittedto the LDBMS until all previous ones have
updatedthe object“SR”. 0

specSedorder. 0
Condition2: A global subtransa&on will not be
submittedto the LDBMS until all previous ones have
reachedtheir serializationpoints. 0

5.1.2.Particular Local Schedules
ln this case,we assumethat the type of local schedulesis
known. We describe,in subsequent,the submission

b)Rigorous schedules
Defidtlon

strategiesfor two typesof schedulesthat are usefulin

5.2 (BGMs92j:

We saythat scheduleS

is rigorousif, for all pairs of transactionsTi and Tj , if Ti

multidatabasesystems.

isinindirect~nflictwithTjinSandTjcommitsinS,

a) Serialization Points And Dependencies

then Tj doesnot executeits conflicting operationbefore

A serialization point (or serialization event) is a

Ti commits.0

particular action that determinesthe serializationorder
of a transactionin a schedule.In 2pL method[BHG87],
the action of obtaining the last lock can be consideredas
a. serialization point. For TO [BHG], this particular

In this type of schedule,the se&l&ion

order

correspondsto the validation order. The submission
strategyis then:

actioncorrespondsto -ping.
Order: The global subtmw&ons are submittedto

Defiition 5.1 [BGMS92]:
Let S be a serializablescheduleconsistingoftransactions
(Tl,T2 ,...,Tn}. We say that scheduleS is a serialization

the LDBMS in an order compatible with the prespecifledorder. 0

point-scheduleif and only if them etist a mapping sp
from transactionsto actionssuchthat:

Condition3: A global subtmuaction will not be

1. sp(T’i)=okwhereok E Ti;and

submittedto the LDBMS until all previous ones have

2. If sp(Ti)occursbefore Q(Tj) in S, then there

exist a serial schedule equivalent to S in which Ti

beencommitted.0
In the three cases,the sub~ons

precedesTj. 0
The GTM shouldknow for eachLDBMS, the actionthat
correspondsto the serializationpoint. This point can be
determined by inserting a communication statement

are submitted

sequentially when a particular event occurs. A
sub-on

waits that this event occurs for all

subMons

that precedeit in the pre-specifie4lorder.

Thiswaitingcanberelaxedifweknownthesetofdata

@3NO]intheglobalsubtrapsaction,ordire&yifthe

itemsthat eachsubtransactionaccesses.

operationsare submittedseparately.
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For the

secondpoint, two

if there exist two

transactions

Gi and Gj conflict

qEGi and qeGj such that

~W~OIIS

q contlicts with oj, i.e. thesetwo operationsaccessthe

over global subtransactonsat eachsite is partial, it links
only global subMons

that have common data in

conflict.

samedataitem and one of them is a write operation.The
conflict involve 8 dependency among the two

5.2. The SubmissionMethod

tramadions and hence a serializationorder. Thosetwo

We can now state the submission strategy for our

transactionsaredepeadentiftheyaccessinconflictthe

protocol.

Samedata.We,~thattwotmnsa&ionsGiandGjaccess

Order: The global subtransactionsare subxuittedto the

inconflictacommondataatasiteSkti

LDBMS in an or&r compatiblewith the pre-specikd

Q(Gi) n Oe(Gj)f 0

or&r.

Or

Oe(Gi) n Oe(Gj) # 0 or

Condition: A global subtnlnsactionwill not be submitted

O&Go n Q(Gj) # 0

to the LDBMS until all previous ones that access
commondatain conflict, havereachedtheir serialization

Or(T)andOw(T)arereqectklythesetofobjectthat

points.

~accessedbyTi.llreadandwritemodeEQXtivelJC
We notethe precedentrelation:

In or&r to implement the conditioq we need a data
s-tmchm that can interpret two aspects of the

where
DkW AC Dk(Gj) * 0
Dk(Gi) = Q(Gi) u Oe(Gi) ate site Sk
et

submission:
“c

is the conflict intersection.

i) the pre-specikl order, and
ii) the existenceof common data in conflict
amongglobal transactions.

The protocol should then enforce a serialization order
over global sub~ons

that accesscommondata in

conflict. It should then guaranteethat the dependency
amongtwo global subtransa&onsat a given site do not

Thelatteraspectcanbeinterpretedbyabinaryrelation
that links two tramadions with conflict common data.
For the former aspect,it su&es to orient this relation.
We define then an oriented graph called Oriented

jeopardizethe pre-specifiedorder.

Conflict Data AccessGraph or OCDAG. This graph is
Gi and Gj do not access defhed for
multidatabase.
each site of
in conflict any common data direct@(i.e., Dk(Gi) nc
OCDAGl&&Vk),
where @ is the set of global

In contrary, if
&(Gj)

two transactions

=0), or indirectly (i.e., there is no global

subtransactons Gl,a,...,Gl
Dk(W

m

, Dk(Gl)

such that l&(Gi)

nc Dk(G2) fl,

.... Dko

nc

subtransactionsexecutedat site Sk and Vk is the set of
edgessuChthatGi-+GjiE~Gi)~~(Gj)#0etGi

“c

precedesGj in the prqxcified order. For eachnodeGi ,
can be submitted we associatethe following attributes:
in an arbitrary order even if the preqecifkd order
l Setof AccessData
stipulatefor example,that Gi must precedeGj. Indeed,
there cannot exist any dependency~UIOIQ Gi and Gj 0 Status:Statusof a global subtransactionat site Sk, it

R(Gj) #0), then this

two transactions

(directly or indirect@). The two transactions can be

hasthe following values:

scheduledin an arbitrary manner, any order can exist
among them from the point of view of the GTM that
ensurethe 2LSR Although the pre-specifiedorder is a
total order over global transactions,the order enforced

Idle: Gj hasnot yet submittedto the LDBMS.
B&OR:

Gj hasbeenSUM&@ but hasnot yet:

Gj <o Gi,

i) updatedthe object“SR”, or

Gj arrivesfirst at site Sk, and
ii) reachedtheir serializationpoint, or

Gi arrivesafter and Gj hasnot yet submitted.
Threecasesare then possible.

iii) beencommitted.
After: Gj has:

First caw:

There is a path Cji in OCDAGh that links Gj to Gi. An
i) updatedthe object“SR”, or

inversepath cannotexist by constructionsinge Gj <o Gi.
In order to submit Gj it should that at least the global

ii) reachedtheir serializationpoint, or

subtransactionthat directly precedesGj in the path Cji
iii) beencommitted.

has reached its serialization point. Hence, gradually

By use of OCDAG, we can reformulatethe condition of
submissionasfollows:

has been submitted and has reached its seriakation

Condition: A global subtmnmctionthat arrivesat a site
S~orthatwaitsinthissitecanbesubmittediftheglobal
sub~ons

nearerandnearerinthepath,GjcanbesubmittedifGj
point. The induceddependencyon local schedulecannot
be incompatiblewith the pre-specifiedorder, we have

that precede it in OCDAG have the

&VQS Gj+...+Gi.

status equal to After (i.e.: they have all reachedtheir
Second case:

serializationpoints).

There isn’t a path in OCDAGh that links Gj to Gi, the
PNlOfI

We should proof that a global executionE, obtainedby

two global subtransactionshave not common data in
conflict. Hence, it cannot exist a dependencyamong

our strategyof submission,is 2LSR i.e.:

them.Inthiscase,GjandGiarenotlinked,~canbe

i) Eh is seriahzablefor eachsite Sk, &l&n.

submitted in an arbitrary order. Becausethe induced

ii) The projectionof E on G is seriakable.

dependency,on locale schedule,do not links Gj and Gi,

The semility

of local executions is ensured by

assumptionover the multidatabase.To proof that the
projection of E on global tmnmctions is serializable,it

it cannotjeopardisethe compatibilityof the projectionof
local scheduleon global subtransactionswith the prespecifiedorder.

suffices to proof that the projections of Eh on Gh

Third case:

(El&&) are serializable in a compatibleorder, in our
casethis is the pre-specifiedorder. We must then proof

Let Gl be a third global subtmnsacuonthat arrivesat site
Sk after Gi. it follows necessarilyGi and Gj in the pre-

that the serializationorder of all Eh/Gh are compatible specifiedorder, it camtot createa dependenciesamong
with the pre-specifiedorder 0. This means that two
global subtransactions,

Gj and Gi, at the samesite Sk,

ordered by the pre-specifiedorder 0, by example Gj

them,the only possibledependenciesare:
Gj+...+Gl and/or Gi+...-+Gl.
AlgWlthlll:

<oci, cannot be submitted in a fashion to lead to a
At each site a server act as an interface between the
dependency,directly or indirectly by solely interposed
GTM and the LDBMS. This server must reply to two
global !shtmmdow that is in contradictionwith the
events:
pre-q&tied or&r 0.
1) Receptionof a global subtransactionfrom the
Let be Gj and Gi two global subtransactions
at site Sk CfrM.
suchthat:
233

2) Acknowledgementthat a certainglobal
subtransactionhasreachedits serializationpoint.
The scheduleris then constitutedfrom two procedures:
FVocahm AnhI(

it is called when a global

Procedure Waking(spi);
Status(Gi)=Afteq
/*check of waiting global subtmnmctions*/
For Gj in GCDAG suchthat Gi+Gj E GCDAGk
Do
If (VGl in GCDAGk suchthat Gl+Gj E

subtmnmctionGi arrivesat the site.
Procedm Waking(sp& it is called when the scheduler
know that a global subtransa&on Gi has reachedits

GCDAGk Status(Gl)=Afler)
Then

serial&ion point. This procedme can wake up some
other global sub~ons

Status(Gj)=Before:

that wait to be submittedby

Subnut(

the server.
Endlf
AIgorltluu Scheduler;

EndDo

When Gi arrivesat site Sk

End.

Then

6. Performances

Arrival (Gi)
EndWhen

The proposedprotocol has many advantagesbecauseit
adopts the top-down approach for global concurency

When receiveack(spi)

control. First the flexibility of the scheduler,the global

Then

concurrencycontrol is done at local site without global

waking(spi)
EndWhen

co-ordination by use of the pre-specified or&r. In
addition,it hasthe following advantages:

End

No global deadlock.

Procedure Axrival

No inter-sitescommunication.

Createa nodefor Gi in CK!DAGk;

No global tmsactions abortion due to global

Status(G+idle;

concurrencycontrol.

For Gj in WDAGk suchthat Dk(G+$k(Gj)+lzI
Do
Insert (Gj-+Gi) in GCDAGk;/*the
senseof the edgeinterpretthe pre-specified
order*/
EndDo

In or&r to point out the interest of the protocol, we
compareit with anotherone describedin mS91],

we

call this latter 2PLG and our protocol TD2L. First, we
briefly describe2PLG.
In the 2PLG protocol, the GTM maintains global locks

/*check to submitGi*/

for globaltmmactions.It then ensuresthat schedulesare

If (VGj in GCDAGk suchthat Gj+Gi E GGDAGk,

2LSRasfollows:

Status(Gj)d.fk~)

1) global transa&ons follow the 2PL strategy while

Then

obtainingand releasingglobal locks.
Status(Gi)=Before:
Submit(Gi);

EndIf

2) A global lock is held by a global transactionat least
until the completionof the operation,at the local site,for
which the lock wasobtained.

End.
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We presentnow an informal comparativestudybasedon

specifiedorder. Since the 2PLG protocol managesthe

variousaspectsof performances[ED90, VW92]:

global locks in a 2PL mBMer, a global deadlock is

Concurrency

possible.

Globaldeadlock

Transaction Aborts

Transactionabortion
Global transactionscannot be aborted in the TD2L

COIlUIUmiCatiO~

protocol,for the purposesof concurrencycontrol. This is

RCStktiOIlS

becauseno global transaction is aborted due to the
conculTency

inconsistencyof local schedules. For 2PLG, global

The concurrencyof a schedulerS, noted C(S), is defined

transactionsmaybe aborteddueto a global deadlock.

[ED901as the set of schedulesthat can be generatedby

Communication

this scheduler.In a multidatabase,a global scheduleis

f
No inter-sites communicationis mcessaq for global

composedof several local schedules.Therefore, the
concurrency of the GTM is determined by the

concurmncy control, except the sending of global

concurenciesof local schedules.In general,the topdown

subtransactions
with the pre-specifledorder.Again, this

approach is unable to provide the maximum

is becausethe 2LSRorder is pre-specigedat global level.

concurrency.Since the 2LSR order, the pre-qx&ied

Local schedulescan reach an agreementwithout auy

or&r, is determined at global level, only those local

communication.The 2PLG protocol needs frequently

scheduleswhich are compatible with this order are

communicationwith the GTM and the various sites to

permitted.

mauagethegloballocks.

For 2PLGprotocol,a global transactionwaits the release

Restrictions

of global locks on data that it will accede.Since the

The 2PLG protocol make no assumptionson local

global locks are managedby a 2PL strategy,a global

schedules.We needin contrary serializationpoint based

transaction camtot be submitted until all global

on local schedules.We should review our protocol in

transactionsthat have lock a data that it needs,have
reachedtheir global locking points. In TD2L protocol,a

generalcase.

global

subtransaction waits

that

all

global

7. Conclusion

subtransactionsthat have commondata in conflict with

The concurrency control in

it, havereachedtheir serializationpoints.The waiting is

hierarchical due to the local autonomy requirements.

finer than in 2PLG, since it concerns only the

Two approachesare then possibleto constructa protocol

subtransactionsnot the entire globaltransaction.

of concurrencycontrol: topdown approachand bottom-

Global deadlock

up approach.The former haveseveraluseful advantages

In the top-down approach a global deadlock cannot

for multidatabases: simplicity of protocol, global
deadlockfree, ...etc. In contrary, the latter is better in

occur. The 2LSR or&r has been determinedbeforethe
submissionof global transactionsto local sites,the local

multidatabases is

termsof concurrency.

schedulerswill serialize them in an order compatible We have then designeda new protocol based on top
with the pre-specifiedone. A global subtransactiononly down approachthat ensurethe two level serializability.
waits global sub~ons

that precedeit in the pre235
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